
The True Situation at Sezer Kennels 

I, Arthur Joseph Seef, sole owner of Sezer Kennels, hereby and under oath, with God as my witness, 

wish to inform you, the viewers of Facebook and any other involved Sites, of the truthful verifiable 

happenings at Sezer kennels, these last few weeks. If any viewers after reading my attached Report, 

wish to inform themselves of the factual situation because you may feel confused through originally 

believing the groundless, untruthful fabrications dished up by Arleen and/or Accomplices, I say, 

DON`T BE CONFUSED. 

Relax and thus be able to appreciate the honest truth. I wish to invite you the viewer, by 

appointment only, to visit us at Sezer, thus seeing and experiencing for yourself, the real conditions 

with the care given to all our Treasured Dogs,  at our Kennels, Situated in Natural Surroundings                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

at Agricultural Holdings 301 Quorn Drive North Riding. Whereafter you may wish to inform Arleen of 

your findings. 

The fabricated Statements originally emanated from Arleen Weiner Nafte also known as Arleen 

Oreo, Who attempted to purchase a pensioned Top Show Bulldog named `Red Baron` from Sezer. I 

refused to let her have him. At no stage did she mention or disclose that she apparently operates a 

rescue. She telephoned me using unprintable foul language, all recorded, and followed by similar 

emails all (on file).  Arleen thereafter called on Sezer, with the Chief Inspector of SAARPD, as well as 

her Private Vet, who looked at some 50 Dogs, where after the Vet pointed out 3 of Sezer Dogs, 

which he said required attention.  1 with suspected Arthritis and a suspected cancerous Test, 1 with 

Hot Spot and 1 with suspected 1 Eye going blind.  On Facebook Arleen enlisted numerous followers, 

through her fabricated, false allegations, but unfortunately these followers really didn`t know what 

this is all about. So now Arleen persuaded a crowd of +- 40 people to follow her to Sezer kennels, 

arriving in cars, trucks and Dog trailers, with intention to remove our Dogs. She also brought with her 

2 SAPS personnel, a State Vet plus her Private Vet and the Chief Inspector of SAARPD with 3 

assistants. We permitted entry to the 2 SAPS, the State Vet and the Chief Inspector of SAARPD with 

his team. The State Vet then inspected our + 50 Dogs, for over an hour, but only found that 2 Dogs 

required very minor attention, which we attend to In House.  Arleen hereafter featured a Video of a 

crippled `Amstaff` battling to walk, alleging we abused and then mated this poor female. The Dog 

featured, did not belong to Sezer and was in fact a boarder, who’s Owner has since taken this Dog 

away.  Adolf Hilter the great Orator and Dictator, in Germany, in the 1930`s and 40`s used similar 

crude, incredible tactics, as now copied by Arleen.  Hitler achieved total crowd support from his 75 

million unsuspecting people.  Germany thus experienced its bitter lesson.  Let’s hope, that the 

sooner Arleen stops with her untruthful allegations the better for the entire Animal world.  

 

 

 

 

 


